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Abstract 
Text retrieval is an important field when the data is growing day 
by day. So the big problem in a text retrieval field is the large of 
features number. Researchers always find the ways that can 
reduce features in texts. In this paper, we proposed a Vietnamese 
text retrieval method based on text classification and topic 
modeling. The experimental with 220 documents shown that, our 
method is really effective, higher accuracy and can reduce the 
complexity of computing and easy to build an application system 
for Vietnamese text. 
Keywords: 
Text retrieval, Vietnamese text, Topic modeling, feature 
reduction, text classification. 

1. Introduction  

Studies in the text mining field getting attractive recently 
because of growing very fast day by day from many 
sources of electronic documents on the Internet. Not 
mention to structure documents, numbers of unstructured 
documents are also very large. Motivation of text mining 
allows users to extract information that they need from 
one or many sources of documents through 
some other tools: text classification, text summarization, 
text extraction, text clustering, text retrieval… 
Information retrieval is a branch of computer science that 
aims to store and allows quick access a large amount of 
information. And text retrieval is a sub field of 
information retrieval. The text is often considered as 
documents, books, articles, etc. However, this is not an 
easy task, because the booklets in the information systems 
often have to deal with tens of thousands or tens of 
millions of documents. So now, how to reduce complexity 
and still effectively on the data processing system is 
needed. If we don’t care about features dimensional, these 
text retrieval systems can encounter some disadvantage: 
need much time for processing and accuracy is not high. 
If we need much time to process, it means, the retrieval 
system has a low speed, can’t satisfy user’s what they 
need. And if we aren't processing features dimensional 
well, Data has noise much, so that, it can reduce the 
accuracy of the system. Information retrieval based on 
data clustering was mentioned in some previous study, but 
the accuracy of this approach will be less than information 
retrieval based on data classification [30]. 

For Vietnamese text, there is not any text retrieval system 
has been built before. Because of, Vietnamese is a single 
syllable language, it’s very hard to identify words, if only 
based on white spaces, and it needs some word processing 
tool for identifying words in a text. So, time need much 
for processing and accuracy is not high (accuracy of 
Vietnamese text segmentation tool about 85%). 
In our research, we find a way to improve effectiveness of 
the Vietnamese text retrieval system by using a topic 
model, documents in the corpus were classified, and then, 
we only represent queries and documents in the corpus 
through set of words that much less than the number of 
words in the original text. When using the topic model, we 
don’t need to use any text segmentation tool. In this way, 
we can: 

• Improving speed of text retrieval system. 
• Improving accuracy of retrieving 

We will be demonstrated effective of method in 
the experiment is really significant. Structures of this 
paper as follows: Section 2 presents some studies in 
information retrieval, the methodology of Vietnamese text 
retrieval will be presented in section 3, and section 4 is the 
experimental and evaluate of our method and finally 
is conclusion. 

2. Related Work 

The earliest works of text retrieval have started with a task 
of finding by keyword (keyword search), this is the simple 
text retrieval perform by input some words and find out all 
documents that includes these words in it. After then, for 
enhance of system’s speed, some studies index these 
documents and sorting by relative with question. Called 
vector space model [18].  
In general, text retrieval methods focus to two directions. 
The first approach based on machine learning: clustering, 
keyword search, and feedback from user… Another 
direction based on optimization of search engine by 
reducing of features. In the machine learning approach, 
used Hidden Markov Model for information retrieval 
system [5] or probabilistic model of information retrieval 
[8], [14], [15]. Some studies use feedback by users and 
after update scores for training. For this approach, 
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dimensionality hasn’t reduced, so that, features are so high 
and time for processing need much [17], [22], [31]. 
For enhancing speed of retrieval system, some approaches 
were introduced. Other directions that are being 
investigated [3] and relevance feedback [31]. Buscher et al 
in 2008 introduced a new approach for enhancing the 
speed of the system by using the concept of the 
physiology of eye, eye movement point to point on the 
documents and they record track of these points. So that, it 
can be reduced time for processing when browse 
sequentially from head to bottom of documents. However, 
we need much of documents for training and cost for 
building training sets are expensive, and this training set 
only useful for text retrieval systems, hard to apply to 
other fields [1]. Beside of this approach, many researchers 
also proposed methods that can reduce complex of time by 
using topic model [19], [25], [26]. 
Topic modeling demonstrates the semantic relations 
among words, which should be helpful for information 
retrieval tasks. Xing Yi and James Allan proposed a text 
retrieval method based on topic model, and they evaluated 
the effectiveness of different types of topic models within 
those retrieval approaches. They show that topic models 
are effective for document smoothing, should utilize 
topics discovered in the top feedback documents instead 
of coarse-grained topics from the whole corpus [27]. 
XingWei in his PhD thesis also demonstrated topic 
modeling really effective for text retrieval and reducing 
dimensional [28]. Ivan Vulic et al., using a topic 
modeling in some his researches: text classification, text 
retrieval and evaluating in these methods is the 
evident effectiveness of the topic modeling [25]. 

3. Features reduction based on topic modeling 

Topic models are corpus for discovering the main topic 
from a large number of unstructured documents. The first 
concept of topic model was launched in 2002 by Griffiths 
and Steyvers. And then, Some researchers proposed 
methods for building topic model: Blei, Hofmann, 
Hanna..., Almost of them built a corpus based on 
probability theory combine with LDA, Bayes or HMM 
[24]. 
Vietnamese hasn’t got any studying for the topic 
model before and building VietwordNet now, but it hasn’t 
completed yet. Currently, Studies focus on word 
processing tools, grammar analysis tools and other studies 
focus on text mining tools but these tools haven’t applied 
yet. If we want to start building topic model, we need 
many times, cost and human. 
So that, we find a new method that can reduce time for 
building, cost and human based on the core terms and 
conditional probability.  

Supposed, topics defined by humans through the 
task of classifying sets of documents, we find a word that 
has the most likelihood in each subset of the 
document that was called core term. Signs of the core 
terms is represent all the words of each topic, and remain 
of words in each topic always relative with it through 
distance. If the distances between its approximates 1, 
indicate it is in the different topics. 
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Fig 1. Topic model based on Core terms and conditional probabilistic 

In the figure 1 illustrates topic modeling, these circles is 
topics. In each topic, “x“ sign is the words that 
belong to topic and “O“ sign indicates a core term. 
Somehow, topics can have a part of overlapping and some 
words can belong to or there another topics [10]. 

4. Text Retrieval Based on Text Classification 
and topic modeling 

A. Text classification 

Text classification based on topic modeling can help to 
reduce complex calculating process, because we don’t 
need to process with some stop words, redundant words or 
not relative words. For enhancing effectiveness of 
retrieval system based on contents, we used a classified 
corpus by topic (that inherit from building topic model 
task). In our work, we used Naive Bayes for text 
classification. 
Maximize the posterior (Maximum a posteriori-MAP).  
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In which: 

• Tk is the word of the text. 
• C is the subject 
• P (c | d) is the conditional probability of class c and 

given text d  
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• P (c) is the prior probability of class c 
• P (tk | c) is the conditional probability of class c 

from tk to have. 
Use the Laplace  formula (1) is converted to: 
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In which B’ is the number of topic words. 

B. Text retrieval based on text classification 

i. Topic feature representation: 
Information retrieval in the document sets that have been 
classified before. With each topic, we have: 
Training set corresponding contain m document  

             { }kmkkk dddD ,...,, 21= . In this dki is the 
document in training set with topic k. 
Term sets corresponding with topic 

             
{ }kjDDkDD tttT

kk
,...,,

21=
. TDki is the term in 

topic k. 
Term set TDk with each topic k is considered the feature 
vector that representation each topic. Terms is inherited 
when we build the topic modeling, but the value of each 
term in this haven’t been determined yet. To determind 
value of feature we calculate based on average score of 

terms has been contained in topic. Sign Dkix , and Dkix  is 
determined as follows: 
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In which: 

- Dkix : is the average score of term ith in the document 
set D of topic k 

- )( Dkil tN  : is the number of occuracy of term ith  in 
document l in document set D. 
- Z: Number of occuracy of term tDki in document set D. 
- Let PDk is the representation vector of document set of 
topic k, PDk can be rewritten: 

{ }><><><= DkikjDDkDDkkDD xtxtxtT
kk

,,...,,,, 211 2

Finally, term set built can be representationed by: 

{ }DknDkDk TTTV ∪∪= ,...,21  

ii. Queries representation  
Each query s is represented by extract terms from it and 
then calculate score of each term. 

{ }><><><= pp xtxtxts ,,...,,,, 2211  

In which: 

- ti : is the terms have been extracted from s based on 
dictionary V. 

- xj: score of term tj in query s. 
Figure 2. below illustrate feature vector of query s. 

REPRESENTATION OF QUERY (ROQ) 
Input          s: query; 

     V: vocabulary of terms; 
Output      W: list of weight of term in s; 
Initialization 
 N←∅; O←∅; d←0; W←∅;  
1.   For i=1 to length(s) 
1.1      if (s[i] ∈  V) then  
1.1.1          if (s[i] ∉  N) then  
1.1.1.1               N ←s[i];  
1.1.1.2               d++; 
1.1.1.3               O[i] ←1; 
1.1.2               if (s[i] ∈  N) then O[i] ←O[i]+1; 
2.             For i=1 to count (N) 
2.1                  W[i] ←O[i]/d;  

Fig 1.Representation of query. 

To calculate similarity score between of query s and topics, 
we used Euclidean distance method  

∑
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After extract classes that have least similarity with query s, 
we will be ranking document in its. 

Experimentals 

A. Corpus 

We build Vietnamese topic model based on set of 
documents which was labeled. We used a part of 
Vietnamese text classification from previous studies [11] 
and other documents that were downloaded from the 
website http://vnexpress.net, http://vietnamnet.vn, after 
that, these documents were labeled by human. 

B. Text classification result 

Using Naive Bayes combination with topic model that was 
built before, Vietnamese text classification result is is 
shown as Table 1 below. 
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Table 1. Results  of text classification 

 
Based on the assessment used to measure the accuracy and 
comparing with traditional methods show that, our 
methods can be reduced features dimensional effectively, 
the number of features when use topic model was decrease 
40.9% than the tradition method on the 220 documents (6 
different topic). The accuracy average of 6 subjects 
increased from 83% to 94.07%. 

C. Building Vietnamese text Retrieval System 

So based on proposed method, we built a system for 
testing. We used C# programming laguage and SQL 
database management for building. 

 

Fig 2.Vietnamese text Retrieval system – retrieval page . 

The figure 3. illustrated the retrieval page and the figure 4. 
below is the similarity between documents and query. 

 

Fig 3. Vietnamese text Retrieval system – similarity. 

D. Vietnamese text Retrieval Result 

After testing by the retrieval system that we built. We used 
Recall in evaluation Vietnamese text retrieval  

|documents relevant|
|documents retrieveddocument relevant| ∩

=recall  

The table II is the result of retrieval with six topics. 

Table 2. some TOPICS FOR RETRIEVING 
Topics Number of 

relevant 
documents 

Recall 

Market 52 0.173333 
Land 54 0.18 
Sport 46 0.153333 
Travel 42 0.14 
Technology 78 0.26 
Art 36 0.11 

Conclusion 

Topic modeling helps text retrieval problem 
become clearer and easier, especially when we process in 
Vietnamese text or other single syllable  languages like: 
Chinese, Japanese and Korean... 
We proposed information retrieval method based on data 
that has been classified, so accuracy better than some 
previous methods. Because we optimized in some process 
like: data preprocessing, data classify and information 
retrieval. 
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